
Greetings All,  
We had a fun, fun, good time Last Chance Radian contest last Saturday at Carnation 
Farms !   Ten pilots enjoyed the very light lift, a great day at the field, great camaraderie, 
jokes and Chef Bret’s grommet BBQ.    
  

The Expert Class was won by Brendon Beardsley with consistently strong flying.  Too 
Good !   Second place was Paul Bower.  Third was Chris Sutton-Preston with great 
flying all day (and the first to find some decent thermals !).  
  
First place Competitor was won by the youngest participant, Riyan Toomy.  Riyan is 
flying better and better all the time and this score easily smashed his personal record !   
Super !    Second place Competitor was first time participant Jose Vargas with some 
really good flying and overcoming a couple of serious setbacks.  Jose lost a round due 
to a plane-eating tree and also had to overcome a very low level climb (with my back up 
plane/funky motor) for a max time round.  Nice !   
  
The all important Joke Competition was a tie between Rick Helgeson and Chris Sutton-
Preston.  Since there was only one trophy, Chris volunteered to cut the trophy into two 
pieces so each can share it !   Too funny !    
  

The Contest Results are below: 
Best Joke 

1.  (tie)   Rick Helgeson  -  Duck asking for slugs in bar. 
1.    (tie)  Chris Sutton-Preston (wife Jocelyn’s joke)  -  Man in desert with a camel looking for 

oasis. 
2.    Paul Bower  -  Canary Island 

  
  

  Expert Radian 

1.  Brendon Beardsley   3058 

2.  Paul Bower       2901   
3.  Chris Sutton        2845 

4.  Michael Wood           2725 

5.  Rick Helgeson       2677 

6.  Steve Allmaras         2661  
7.  Dave Pitkin               2433 

8.  Bret Sutton      2137 

  
  
  
  

   
Competitor Radian 

1.  Riyan Toomey          2225  (personal record ! ) 
2.  Jose Vargas             2051  (plane captured by tree) 
  
   



Thanks to everyone for coming out, participating and helping with the contest.   You are 
the ones that make this fun !     
  
Special thanks to: 
Michael Wood for doing real-time scheduling of the pilots for each flight round.  Who 
needs a computer with Michael around?   Awesome !   
Chef Bret for providing his gourmet BBQ !   Yum !    
Rick Helgeson for putting out landing lines, cleaning my plane’s propellers and for 
coaching / timing for me.   
Bret, Chris, Steve, Michael for picking up landing lines and set up & clean up.   
Jose, Dave, Bret, Chris, Jocelyn, Rick for rescuing Jose’s plane from the plane-eating 
tree.  It was challenging and a bit fun !  Jose’s plane was rescued with only minor 
damage !   Amazing !    
Dave, Jose for making the trip south from SRAC to fly in the contest.  Thank you for 
your support !   
   
  

Sincerely,   
Paul Bower 


